Introduction
This is a walkthrough for version 0.1 of High School Crush Simulator. Everything you need to know about
the game is mentioned her somewhere (probably), you just need to find it. Look at the titles of each
section to see what each one is about until you find what you’re looking for.

How to get that $$$
Get a job. It’s as simple as that. Look at the job application board in the school communal area for the
requirements.

How to train your stats
Knowledge: Paying attention in class, answering education questions correctly, doing homework in your
room
Physique: Do yoga in your room or walk your dog
Charm: Talk to yourself in the mirror in your bathroom
Kindness: Help clean the school courtyard
Braveness: Drink the unknown drink in the school communal area
Sexual Skill: Masturbate (or preform other sexual activities), watch porn on your laptop and study it
instead of masturbating to it

Unlocks
Dog: Every time you help clean the courtyard, there is a 1/6 chance that a scene will come up in which
you can adopt a dog.
Cat: Same as the dog.
Sex toy collection: Buy all 3 toys at the sex store to complete the current selection
Laptop (and TV): Buy one at the second-hand store

Friendship Links
You can have 10 conversations with each character in the game (except Michelle at the moment). Each
conversation requires affection to unlock however, which can be gained by hanging out with them or by
making certain choices during the previous conversations. What follows below is a list of a choices you
can make during those conversations. The choices that raise a character’s affection are highlighted in
red.

Ava
Rank 1
- I’m not much of a reader I’m afraid./No, I haven’t. Is it good?
- I like it here./I’m not sure yet.
- You’ll make new friends here./True friends stick with you through thick and thin.

Rank 2
- I suppose I should try to get a best friend here then./Not really. We still had plenty of good times
together.
- She’s a total slut, even for Lilium Academy standards./She grew up on a farm while I grew up in the city.
Rank 3
- I just think you’re really cute./I just want us to be friends.
- Then I suppose we should respect the school rules./But bringing in a couple of friends can’t hurt, right?
- I like music more than art I think./I know what you mean, Ava.
Rank 4
- What happened to him?/I’m sorry. Losing a pet is a horrible feeling.
- Get a new cat, Ava. And give it all the love you can give it./I understand. I wouldn’t want to go through
that again either.
- I don’t like seeing people cry./I just needed to see your cute smile again.
Rank 5
- It’s never too late, Ava./I’m sorry to hear that. I hope it’ll get better eventually.
- So… kind of like you, then?/You must really admire her.
Rank 6
- Yes, I do./No, I’m afraid I don’t.
- Wow… That’s a big honor./I’ll keep your secret safe, I promise.
Rank 7
- I’m glad to be with you here too./I’m glad I met you, Ava. Even if it was through a collision.
Rank 8
- They’re just trying to be as fair as possible./I… I wouldn’t mind you sleeping over here.
- Can… Can I see it?/I bet you make guys jealous with that.
Rank 9
- I hope we can be more than friends one day./I can understand that.
- I’m sorry. That must be tough./But it still feels good, right?
Rank 10
You can initiate a romantic relationship with her, but no affection can be gained.

Charlotte
Rank 1
- Maybe a little. Just a little though./Can’t say that I am.
- I like it here too./I’m not sure yet…
- You still have to do school work though./Don’t get carried away though.
Rank 2
- You’re not bad to look at, true./There was something I wanted to ask you.

- ‘No, like it’ is the only option that gives affection.
- Ultimate freedom, huh?/It still feels a bit strange. Almost like they’re encouraging us to masturbate and
such.
Rank 3
- Yeah, I never so no to getting to hang out with you./It’s good to see you too, Charlotte.
- What? Really?/It was an unfair reputation then.
Rank 4
- Still, I don’t think you deserved it./You keep being your slutty self, Charlotte.
- Probably, yes./No, it wasn’t your fault.
Rank 5
- Yes, I like a piercing or two./They just seem kind of painful to me.
- They suit you./They look gorgeous./I’m not a fan, sorry.
- Only in my dreams./No, thank you.
Rank 6
No affection can be gained.
Rank 7
- Let’s try to focus on the assignments./Work first, rewards later.
- You shouldn’t be embarrassed about your dyslexia. It’s not your fault./You helped me too. I don’t know
how I would have done on my own this these assignments.
Rank 8
- I’m already alone with you now though./Just get your ass over here, Charlotte. Let’s try to make this
fun.
- My eyes did linger a bit, true./So now you want me to show you my body? Not going to happen.
- No, no, no. Not going to happen./Well, I suppose I could show you…
- Your… Your breasts are beautiful too, Charlotte…/I don’t feel comfortable judging your breasts,
Charlotte.
Rank 9
- You actually let him have sex with you? This is one messed up story./So what happened? Was he
excited?
- I’m glad you found something that works for you./Sounds like you got addicted.
Rank 10
You can initiate a romantic relationship with her, but no affection can be gained.

Ella
Rank 1
No affection can be gained.
Rank 2
- I’ll take that as a compliment./I’m a girl though.

Rank 3
- I love it here./I’d rather go back to my old school.
- That doctor should never have tried something like that on a 10 year old./How did your parents react?
- But you do feel attracted to girls?/That must have been difficult for him.
Rank 4
- Are you sure you weren’t in love with me?/Sounds like you two had a special friendship.
- I’m glad I could be there for you./I guess we have a special bond then too now, huh?
Rank 5
- No, why not?/How can he not like this beautiful garden?
- I think it was because of your pet parakeet./I think it was because of your blindness.
Rank 6
- Did you speak with Evan?/You can tell me. We’re friends, right?
- Love is a wonderful thing./So you were right. He did secretly like you.
- You think?! Of course he thought it meant something./At least you know that it was a mistake now.
Always try to see the positives.
Rank 7
- For the first two questions, just answer truthfully.
- The next two questions don’t give any affection.
- Sure, go ahead./I’m not really comfortable with that.
Rank 8
- Then… don’t be afraid to use my number whenever you need my help./Alright, I didn’t think of that.
- I can cook for you sometime if you want./Ah, yes… I suppose that might be a problem.
Rank 9
- Both actually./I came to see you.
- I’m not sure yet. I’ll have to see what I have left./Whatever you want.
- Ah, don’t worry about it. I’m always happy to help./Just give me a call when you need help.
Rank 10
- But he’s a good guide dog, right?/Cowardly? What do you mean?
- During this conversation you can initiate a romance with her.

